
Final Exchange
Between BBB/THLN/Me

Sent to BBB Austin by email on March 21, 2019; no email response---

Here’s the entirety of my email message 3/22/2019---

Is RICK BOSQUET running this BBB?  If so, is he covering
for THLN re “Truthful Materials?”

I found a 2018 item saying he’s an official at your
office, and another item from 2014 that he was with the
THLN!  Media are likely to interpret this as risk for BIAS!

I have call appointment TOMORROW with Postal
Inspection Service to get their views on potential MAIL
FRAUD!  It would be THLN Austin receiving checks by
mail from people believing THLN “spearheaded” the



2013 drive to end gassing of Texas pets, and not
mentioning to donors that they lobbied in 2011 to

DEFEAT a measure banning gassing!  If donors aren’t
being told THLN’s entire record on this matter, I’d say
absolutely it’s fund raising by deception!  We shall see

what the Postal Inspection Service has to say!

Also I am going to the regional office of my Texas State
Senator!  Meantime, the Internal Revenue Service is in

receipt of a Form 13909 I filed, “Tax Exempt
Organization Complaint,” via their criteria, “organization

involved in deceptive or improper fundraising
practices,” and a similar complaint filed electronically

(screenshots retained) with the Office of the Texas
Attorney General.  Note that while neither the IRS nor

the Texas AG Office is likely to post me as to any
developments, this doesn’t mean they’re sitting on their
hands!  You’d be well advised to not sit on yours either!



Additionally I’m taking this to the Houston Press, to
begin with, and media all around AUSTIN!

You MUST NOT claim THLN’s materials are truthful!  If
authorities; the IRS, Texas AG Office, Postal Inspection

Service, decide my view is correct, anyone continuing to
maintain their fundraising materials are truthful, may be

viewed as an accomplice!  Refusing response won’t
make this matter go away!

I still have a certified mail receipt dated March 13 on an
envelope I mailed to YOU regarding THLN’s “materials.”  
Austin is a two day delivery status from my area.  Very

odd it’s still “in transit,” but I’ll have investigation
started here if it isn’t delivered by next mid-week!

Have a nice day!

March 13, 2018---



As of March 27, 2014 item in the Houston Press,

Rick Bosquet was executive director of Texas Humane
Legislation Network!

So since then he’s an official at the same Better
Business Bureau I’ve asked, justifiably, to give a failing

grade to their criteria #15 on THLN, “Truthful Materials,”
how can their materials be truthful?

His reputation score?  44.6%!

END Exhibit One (above)

START Exhibit Two (following) ---
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End Exhibit B

Exhibit C below---

My final response to BBB/THLN---

THLN complaint
BBB Austin
1805 Rutherford Lane # 100
Austin Texas 78754
Complaint ID 13474092 (30957927)
April 9, 2019  

Sherri Brauer/BBB---

From where I reside Austin is a two day delivery destination for 
Postal mail.  To date I have not received the green signature card 
(see receipt image following) for the mailpiece I sent to you dated 
March 13, 2019.  Accordingly, I will not combust more funds to 
certify this present mailpiece.  To confirm I sent it to you, I will 
however remit the exact same contents to you by email so I’ll have 
a record of it.  OK??



You and your obvious pals at THLN think I’m a retarded child in 
special education class that I can be wheedled to accept resolution 
of the issue based on THLN’s failed exercise in splitting hairs!  HB 



3450 had as its first “plank” a banning of the gas chamber for 
euthanizing Texas shelter pets.  The fact that several other planks 
were included in no way discounts that indeed this was a “gas 
chamber” bill---

http://www.nokillhouston.org/legislation/texas-capa/

THLN lobbied to defeat this civilized measure, and since then they 
very serpentinely aggrandize themselves by seizing credit for a 
measure they delayed by two years.  They are saying that because 
the entire bill wasn’t about gas chambers 100% exclusively, that 
therefore it wasn’t a gas chamber bill; absurd stance in the eyes of 
any neutral party.  Tell THAT to the 30,000 plus pets who were 
gassed thanks to THLN’s “humane” lobbying campaign.  Tell it to 
THLN’s site visitors so they can make informed decision regarding 
their big throbbing hearts of love for pets in 2011; that animals 
gassed could have had relief 24 months sooner absent THLN’s 
obstructionism.  The demonstrable fact is THLN was “in” with high 
kill shelters that didn’t care to change their ways; THLN attempts to
present a label to the public to induce donations, namely the 
catchall buzzword “humane.”  THLN doesn’t want to be known as 
doing anything to maintain gassing, but they did.  I see no way for 
them to use adroit phraseology to twist away from their 2011 
lobby record.  And the fact that last summer and fall they refused 
assistance to a canine mammary cancer educational bill I proposed 
is also profoundly telling as to their operations.

http://www.nokillhouston.org/legislation/texas-capa/


Various web bloggers including Nathan Winograd have pointed this
out, so why hasn’t THLN moved to file lawsuit against Winograd 
and other such bloggers?  Where is THLN’s court order enjoining 
such sites from a continuing web presence complaining that THLN 
lobbied to defeat the CAPA Act in 2011?  People who read these 
blogs are unlikely afterwards to toss money to THLN!  This 
complaint CANNOT be resolved through the BBB; furthermore, the 
BBB Austin is under the same “umbrella” as the BBB Fort Worth, 
and you of the BBB have steadfastly refused to comment on the 
matter of Rick Bousquet being a BBB official, probably in Fort 
Worth, and the sticky problem that he was previously to BBB, a 
THLN official for five years.  I can’t see how the BBB can be neutral 
considering RB’s presence in the BBB Texas.
Now I notice as of April 9, 2019, Bousquet has done another 
bouncing ball act (he brilliant factotum eh) and has “migrated” to 
Amarillo.  It remains disturbing nonetheless that he created linkage
between THLN and BBB.  I don’t want to ascribe undue influence to
my inquiries, but I do wonder if I had anything to do with his 
departure from BBB; possibly due to my March 21, 2019 email?  Ha
ha ha!  

http://www.newschannel10.com/2019/04/09/rick-bousquet-
named-amarillo-botanical-gardens-executive-director/  

http://www.newschannel10.com/2019/04/09/rick-bousquet-named-amarillo-botanical-gardens-executive-director/
http://www.newschannel10.com/2019/04/09/rick-bousquet-named-amarillo-botanical-gardens-executive-director/


Only question about Texas HB 3450 to be settled is ---did THLN 
realize that by helping to defeat HB 3450, it would result in 
continuation for another two years of gassing Texas pets?  
Absolutely THLN knew that, and they lobbied to defeat it anyway, 
denying critically needed relief to tens of thousands of Texas 
shelter pets for 24 more months.  THLN cannot be negotiated with,
and neither can I be negotiated with.  They have not moved to file 
lawsuit against Winograd and other such bloggers on this situation 
including several Texas based bloggers.  It’s because THLN knows it 
would backfire on them.  I now take my concerns to the people of 
the State of Texas.  THLN and I CANNOT reconcile.  Meantime, I 
have forwarded my concerns as to THLN’s fundraising tactics to the
State Attorney General’s office, the Internal Revenue Service Dallas
and also to the U.S. Postal Inspection Service, considering that 
THLN receives some checks via U.S. Mail and is misleading donors 
by not even stating what they did in the 2011 legislature session to 
delay relief for gassing of shelter pets by two years.  

There were other measures in that bill that would have saved 
many companion animal lives and THLN shot it down.
Since THLN did get their way with that defeated bill, why aren’t 
they listing it in “Our Victories” then?  Oh, they only rave about 
“victories” that induce people to toss money to them!

Disgracefully the THLN stated in its failed rebuttal to my complaint 
---



 “HB 3450 however included other regulations relating to shelters 
that THLN had reservations regarding.”  We KNOW what those 
other proposed regulations consisted of.  They were lifesaving 
measures that THLN lobbied against.  If this goes to court THLN will
be ruined for once and for all, and media will HAVE to publicize all! 
They ended their empty “ha-ha” response to me by saying “simply 
false” to representations that THLN ever lobbied for gassing; so?  
Why has THLN with its regiment of lawyers not filed suit against 
the bloggers?  Anti-gassing measure was included in HB 3450 and 
THLN knows this and STILL lobbied against it!

THLN is a piece of work!  How come THLN doesn’t include at its 
“Our Victories” page that they defeated Texas House Bill 3450, the 
Texas Companion Animal Protection Act of 2011, and also state 
exactly what the bill’s proposed regulations were?  THLN had its 
way defeating that bill, why aren’t they listing that bill’s defeat in 
“Our Victories?”  Well!  If they did it would deflate their 
panhandling Texans for MONEY!

THLN is also an organization that is not in any hurry to see all 
possible pet related reforms passed into law, as they want to limit 
their agenda in any legislative cycle so that other items can be 
reserved for later fund raising appeals, so they can have excuse to 
remain in operation longer.  Accordingly THLN refused my request 
for a warning notice on annual city shelter renewal licenses to state



that unspayed means more mammary cancer.  THLN is much more 
concerned about maintaining annual income going forward than 
about enhancing pet health in the State of Texas.  THLN’s refusal to
back my proposed bill says this is their stance.  We have reached 
an impossible and irreconcilable impasse.  Do not attempt any 
further negotiation with me as I now join the other bloggers 
complaining about THLN and their 2011 lobby maneuvering.  This 
blog has been up for more than five years and THLN can’t censor it 
by any means---https://www.nathanwinograd.com/coward-thy-
name-is-thln/ 
 

https://www.nathanwinograd.com/coward-thy-name-is-thln/
https://www.nathanwinograd.com/coward-thy-name-is-thln/


https://www.nathanwinograd.com/tx-humane-legislation-group-
fights-humane-legislation/  

BBB Austin, ask the THLN zealots if the above is “simply false,” why 
haven’t they filed suit against the blog owner?  And against Texas 
based blog owners on the same subject?  Texas no longer has 
SLAPP suits!  I say again, Texas no longer has SLAPP suits!

My perspective and shared by all reasonable Texans 1) If passed, 
would HB 3450 have ended gassing of Texas shelter pets two years 
sooner?  (Yes) and 2) Did THLN lobby to defeat HB 3450?  Yes THLN
did lobby to defeat it.  Attempted legerdemain with byzantine 

https://www.nathanwinograd.com/tx-humane-legislation-group-fights-humane-legislation/
https://www.nathanwinograd.com/tx-humane-legislation-group-fights-humane-legislation/


wording won’t change any of this history.  They don’t have enough 
wiles among the regiment of them to confuse any issues!  These 
two points are all any Texas jury would care about as regards their 
fundraising methods.  Therefore, THLN is falsely appropriating 
credit for ending the gassing of Texas shelter pets, and is 
misleading its contributors by not openly stating the contents of HB
3450 and that THLN lobbied to defeat it in 2011, at their SITE!   
THLN has openly claimed (IRS Form 990) that they work not only to
pass legislation, but also to defeat legislation they DON’T LIKE!  
Deleting any web content is useless, we have all relevant 
screenshots.

Additionally, my certified mailpiece to BBB Austin, 7019 0140 0000 
4993 0799 has STILL not been accepted for delivery by the Austin 
BBB, according to Postal Service online tracking!  It should soon be 
returned to me marked “Delivery Refused.”  That evidence in hand 
will suggest BBB is most assuredly not neutral towards THLN.

Ending sentence of THLN’s attempted denial was “THLN has never 
advocated for gas chamber euthanasia and to represent that our 
organization did or does is simply false.”

Wow.  What a piece of work this organization is.  They make the 
above claim; but lobbied to block a measure that would have 
ended gassing two years earlier; then they assert it “was not a gas 
chamber bill,” well it definitely was that in part.  All the public is 



likely to care about is that the bill would have ended gassing two 
years sooner, and that THLN lobbied to defeat it.  The public will 
not consent to this attempted game of splitting hairs in this matter.
THLN needs to wind down its affairs and shutter permanently.   
This cannot be arbitrated by anyone.

This is a textbook example of attempting to make a silk purse out 
of a sow’s ear.  “Legislation is a complex process” they yammer.  
An attempt to flummox won’t succeed.

However, if THLN will post under “Our Victories” (braggadocious 
enumeration) openly for all to see, the precise contents of Texas 
House Bill 3450 from spring 2011, and openly state they lobbied to 
defeat that bill and all its contents I might mull over the matter a 
second time; provided that THLN agrees to also to immediately 
aggressively pursue in the Legislature the annual mammary cancer/
not spayed pet warning notice by city shelters and rescue/adoption
groups at their websites, instead of squirreling it away for months, 
denying pets protection they NEED NOW, so THLN can resort to it 
in the future to maintain excuse to keep the MONEY flowing in.  In 
a state of 28 million people, there had to be someone like me.  
Apparently it has fallen to me to be THLN’s San Jacinto.

Charles Savoie




